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LEAD GOVERNOR SURVEY RESULTS 
In June 2016 NHS Providers carried out an online survey, asking members for information on their lead 
governor role and their views on existing and future support mechanisms for lead governors. The survey was 
open to all member trusts who had a council of governors and a lead governor. Trusts could submit up to three 
responses; one from each of the lead governor, company/trust secretary or similar and the chair. 
 

KEY FINDINGS 
• A total of 152 responses were received, representing 100 trusts (44% of our members and 42% of the provider 

sector).   

• 95% of trusts in the survey have an elected lead governor, and a third also have a deputy lead governor. 

• The majority of respondents (71%) indicated that there is an enhanced role for the lead governor at their trust 
beyond the statutory duty of being a contact for NHS Improvement (formerly Monitor). The most common 
additional activities were a regular 1:1 with the chair, involvement in agenda setting, and chairing governor only 
meetings (figure 1). 

 
FIGURE 1:  
Is there an enhanced role for the lead   If yes, what additional activities do they undertake? 
governor at your trust? 

 
 

• Approximately a third of respondents felt that their lead governor did have access to support mechanisms 
(figure 2), though this varied by region and trust type. Available support referenced included informal regional 
networking and support provided by the trust. 
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FIGURE 2:  
Does the lead governor at your trust currently  
have access to any support mechanisms? 

 
 

• The majority of respondents (88%) indicated they would value NHS Providers providing a support mechanism 
for lead governors; particularly an impartial mechanism that would enable the sharing of best practice. Those 
that would not were uncertain about what the offer might look like and concerned about singling out lead 
governors. 

• Overall the two most preferred support mechanisms were a ‘website forum’ or ‘written material on the lead 
governor role’ (figure 3). However when looking at just the lead governor responses the top ranked option was 
‘regional standalone face-to-face meetings’.  

 
FIGURE 3:  
What sort of support would you find most helpful from NHS Providers?  
Please rank in order of preference. (weighted ranking) 
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• Some of the areas that lead governors would value support on are relevant to all governors, for example holding 
to account, NHS finances, and member engagement. However there were some areas which were specific to the 
lead governor role for example how to manage single issue governors, how to maximise the potential of the 
skills of the council, and best practice examples of where the lead governor role has been implemented 
successfully. 

 

NEXT STEPS 
To discuss these findings with the Governor Policy Board on 28th July 2016. 

 

Contact:  Deborah Gulliver, Senior Research Analyst  deborah.gulliver@nhsproviders.org 
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